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Abstract: We consider the 750 GeV diphoton resonance at the 13 TeV LHC in the F -
SU(5) model with a Standard Model (SM) singlet eld which couples to TeV-scale vector-
like particles, dubbed flippons. This singlet eld assumes the role of the 750 GeV reso-
nance, with production via gluon fusion and subsequent decay to a diphoton via the vector-
like particle loops. We present a numerical analysis showing that the observed 8 TeV and
13 TeV diphoton production cross-sections can be generated in the model space with real-
istic electric charges and Yukawa couplings for light vector-like masses. We further discuss
the experimental viability of light vector-like masses in a General No-Scale F -SU(5) model,
oering a few benchmark scenarios in this consistent GUT that can satisfy all experimental
constraints imposed by the LHC and other essential experiments.
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1 Introduction
The ATLAS [1] and CMS [2] Collaborations recently announced an excess of events in
the diphoton channel with invariant mass of about 750 GeV at the 13 TeV LHC II. As-
suming a narrow width resonance with an integrated luminosity of 3.2 fb 1, the ATLAS
Collaboration reported observations of a local 3:6 excess at a diphoton invariant mass
of around 747 GeV. The signal signicance elevates to 3:9 with a preferred width of
about 45 GeV when considering a wider width resonance. In parallel, the CMS Collab-
oration also observed a diphoton excess with a local signicance of 2:6 at an invariant
mass of around 760 GeV at an integrated luminosity of 2.6 fb 1, however, the CMS signal
signicance reduces to 2 when assuming a decay width of around 45 GeV. The corre-
sponding diphoton excesses in the production cross sections can be roughly estimated as
13 TeVpp!  3  13 fb [1, 2]. Moreover, the CMS Collaboration completed a similar search
for diphoton resonances [3] at the
p
s = 8 TeV LHC I, observing a slight excess  2
at an invariant mass of about 750 GeV. Nonetheless, ATLAS did not probe beyond the
mass of 600 GeV for this channel [4]. Therefore, the current ATLAS and CMS results atp
s = 13 TeV are indeed consistent with those at
p
s = 8 TeV in the diphoton channel.
Although the excess presently remains below the statistically signicant threshold, it has
drawn substantial attention from the particle physics community, resulting in a multitude
of diverse explanations ranging from singlets, axions, and extended Higgs sectors to dark
matter, etc. [5{128].
Our work here will focus on a supersymmetric description of the diphoton resonance.
Supersymmetry (SUSY) provides an elegant solution to the gauge hierarchy problem in
the Standard Model (SM), oering numerous appealing features. In Supersymmetric SMs
(SSMs) with R-parity, gauge coupling unication can be realized, the electroweak gauge
symmetry can be broken radiatively, the Lightest Supersymmetric Particle (LSP), namely
the neutralino, provides a suitable dark matter candidate, etc. Of particular signicance,
gauge coupling unication strongly supports Grand Unied Theories (GUTs), where su-

















String-scale gauge coupling unication was achieved through our proposed testable
ipped SU(5)U(1)X models [129{131] with TeV-scale vector-like particles [132], dubbed
ippons, which were then subsequently constructed from local F-theory model build-
ing [133, 134]. These types of models can be realized in free-fermionic string construc-
tions too [135, 136], referred to as F -SU(5). A brief review of the \miracles" of ippons
in F -SU(5) is in order. First, the lightest CP-even Higgs boson mass can be lifted to
125 GeV rather easily due to the one-loop contributions from the Yukawa couplings be-
tween the vector-like particles (ippons) and Higgs elds [137, 138]. Second, although the
dimension-ve proton decays mediated by colored Higgsinos are highly suppressed due to
the missing partner mechanism and TeV-scale  term, the dimension-six proton decays
via the heavy gauge boson exchanges are within the reach of the future proton decay ex-
periments such as the Hyper-Kamiokande experiment. This is due to the fact that the
SU(3)C  SU(2)L gauge couplings are still unied at the traditional GUT scale while the
unied gauge couplings become larger due to vector-like particle contributions [139, 140].
This is in large contrast to the minimal ipped SU(5)  U(1)X model, whose proton life-
time is too lengthy for future proton decay experiments. Third, we can consider No-Scale
supergravity [141{145] as a result of the string unication scale. Specically, the lightest
neutralino fullls the role of the LSP and is lighter than the light stau due to the longer
running of the Renormalization Group Equations (RGEs), providing the LSP as a dark
matter candidate [146{148]. Fourth, given No-Scale supergravity, there exists a distinctive
mass ordering M(~t1) < M(~g) < M(~q) of a light stop and gluino, with both substantially
lighter than all other squarks [146{148]. A primary consequence of this SUSY spectrum
mass pattern at the LHC is the prediction of large multijets events [149]. Fifth, with a
merging of both No-Scale supergravity and the Giudice-Masiero (GM) mechanism [150],
the supersymmetry electroweak ne-tuning problem can be elegantly solved rather natu-
rally [151, 152]. In this paper, we shall demonstrate another \miracle" of the ippons:
with the addition of a SM singlet eld S with mass about 750 GeV, we can explain the
750 GeV diphoton excess. The deep fundamental point we wish to emphasize here is that
with ippons in the loops, the singlet S can be produced via gluon fusion [153] and then
consequently decay into a diphoton pair [154].
2 Brief review of F-SU(5) models
First we shall briey review the minimal ipped SU(5) model [129{131]. The gauge group
for the ipped SU(5) model is SU(5)  U(1)X , which can be embedded into the SO(10)






































There are three families of the SM fermions whose quantum numbers under SU(5)U(1)X
are respectively
Fi = (10;1); fi = (5; 3); li = (1;5); (2.3)
where i = 1; 2; 3. The SM particle assignments in Fi, fi and li are




i ) ; f i = (U
c
i ; Li) ; li = E
c
i ; (2.4)
where Qi and Li are respectively the superelds of the left-handed quark and lepton dou-






i are the CP conjugated superelds for the right-handed up-type
quarks, down-type quarks, leptons and neutrinos, respectively. To generate the heavy
right-handed neutrino masses, we can introduce three SM singlets i.
The breaking of the GUT and electroweak gauge symmetries results from introduction
of two pairs of Higgs representations
H = (10;1); H = (10; 1); h = (5; 2); h = (5;2): (2.5)
We label the states in the H multiplet by the same symbols as in the F multiplet, and for
H we just add \bar" above the elds. Explicitly, the Higgs particles are













h = (Dh; Dh; Dh; Hd) ; h =
 
Dh; Dh; Dh; Hu

; (2.7)
where Hd and Hu are one pair of Higgs doublets in the MSSM. We also add one SM
singlet .
The SU(5)  U(1)X gauge symmetry is broken down to the SM gauge symmetry by
introduction of the following Higgs superpotential at the GUT scale





There is only one F-at and D-at direction, which can always be rotated along the N cH
and N
c




H >= MH. In addition, the
superelds H and H are eaten and acquire large masses via the supersymmetric Higgs
mechanism, except for DcH and D
c
H . Furthermore, the superpotential terms 1HHh and




H with the Dh and Dh, respectively, to form the massive
eigenstates with masses 21 < N
c
H > and 22 < N
c
H >. As a consequence, we naturally
have the doublet-triplet splitting due to the missing partner mechanism [131]. The triplets
in h and h only have small mixing through the  term, hence, the Higgsino-exchange
mediated proton decay is negligible, i.e., there is no dimension-5 proton decay problem.
String-scale gauge coupling unication [132{134] is achieved by the introduction of the
following vector-like particles (ippons) at the TeV scale
XF = (10;1) ; XF = (10; 1) ; (2.9)

















The particle content from the decompositions of XF , XF , Xl, and Xl under the SM gauge
symmetry are
XF = (XQ;XDc; XN c) ; XF = (XQc; XD;XN) ; (2.11)
Xl = XE ; Xl = XEc : (2.12)


























XN = (1;1;0) ; XN c = (1;1;0) ; (2.15)
XE = (1;1; 1) ; XEc = (1;1;1) : (2.16)
In the F -SU(5) from the free-fermionic string constructions [135, 136] and local F-
theory model building [133, 134, 155], we can have the SM singlet elds, which arise
from the two seven-brane intersections and can couple to the vector-like particles. Thus,
to explain the 750 GeV diphoton excess, we introduce a SM singlet S with mass about
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From above superpotential, we can show that the ippons can mix with the SM fermions
and decay to the SM particles and Higgs elds. In particular, to avoid the mixings between
S and Hd=Hu, we assume that  is small, which can be realized by adjusting the seven-
brane conguration properly in the local F-theory model building.
The relevant supersymmetry breaking soft terms for diphoton excesses are









3 Diphotons at the
p
s = 13 TeV LHC
The production cross-sections of a 750 GeV resonance observed by CMS are (pp ! S !

















the ATLAS observations of (pp! S ! ) = 0:40:8 fb at ps = 8 TeV [4] and 103 fb
at
p
s = 13 TeV [1]. A diphoton invariant mass of MS  750 GeV indicates a best-t decay
width of about    45 GeV, though in this work we shall adopt a less restrictive scenario,
constraining the total decay width to    5 45 GeV. For a spin-0 resonance, the observed
cross-section can be accounted for with a 45 GeV decay width if [17]
  gg
M2S
 1:1 10 6  
MS
 6 10 8 (3.1)
and for a 5 GeV decay width if
  gg
M2S
 7 10 9 (3.2)
where we employ the compact notation   =  (S ! ) and  gg =  (S ! gg). These
conditions shall be implemented to constrain the model to achieve the observed produc-
tion cross-sections, though in our calculations we shall relax the eq. (3.1) and eq. (3.2)
constraints to & 10 9.
The eective loop-level couplings amongst the Standard Model gauge bosons and scalar
S are given by












where FEM and G
a
 are the photon and gluon eld strength tensors, respectively, with
































where NfEM is the SU(3)C color factor, N
f
3 the SU(2)L doublet factor, QU = 2=3, QD =
 1=3, QE =  1, and the functions Ff and F ef are expressed as
Ff = 2 [1 + (1  )f()] (3.6)
F ef =  [ 1 + f()] (3.7)














































The diphoton production cross-section is calculated from
(pp! S ! ) = KCgg (S ! gg) (S ! )
s MS
(3.12)
where K is the QCD K-factor,   is the total decay width,
p
s is the proton-proton center of
mass energy, and Cgg is the dimensionless partonic integral computed for an MS = 750 GeV
resonance, yielding Cgg = 174 at
p
s = 8 TeV and Cgg = 2137 at
p
s = 13 TeV [17]. We
use the gluon fusion K-factor of K = 1:98.
We construct our model with the (XF ,XF ) and (Xl,Xl) ippons, implementing only
one copy of the (10,10). For the calculations, we decompose the (XQ;XQc) multiplet into
its (XU;XU c) and (XD;XDc) components. Given that the ippon multiplets (XU;XU c),
(XD;XDc), and (XE;XEc) participate in the S !  loop diagrams and (XU;XU c),
(XD;XDc) in the S ! gg loops, there are 12 free parameters in the eective operators
EM and 3 consisting of the Yukawa couplings f , trilinear A term couplings Af , fermionic
component masses Mf , and scalar component masses M ef . In total, there are 15 parameters
to compute:
MXU ; MXD; MXE ; MgXU ; MgXD; MgXE ; fMXU ; fMXD; fMXE ; U ; D; E ; AU ; AD; AE
(3.13)
though the supersymmetry breaking soft terms fMXU ; fMXD; fMXE can be trivially com-
puted from the fermionic and scalar components using the following relations
M2gXU = M2XU + fM2XU (3.14)
M2gXD = M2XD + fM2XD (3.15)
M2gXE = M2XE + fM2XE (3.16)
The F -SU(5) ippon parameter space here is rather large, given the freedom on the
12 free-parameters. We equate the fermionic component of the ippon and the ippon
soft supersymmetry breaking term, such that Mf = fMf , where consequently the relations
above will provide a ippon scalar component a little larger than the fermionic component.
The most recent LHC constraints on vector-like T and B quarks [156] establish lower
limits of about 855 GeV for (XQ; XQc) ippons and 735 GeV for (XD; XDc) ippons.
Moreover, the heavy leptons are less eciently produced at the LHC since they do not
necessarily have signicant mixings with SM leptons, and then evade the excited lepton
searches [157]. Analogous slepton search bounds are 260 GeV at CMS [158] and 325 GeV at
ATLAS [159], with an assumption of large missing transverse energy in the nal state, i.e.,


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































can also contribute to invisible branching fractions if MXE < 375 GeV. The maximum
Yukawa couplings are approximately U  D . 0:83 and E . 0:31, providing an upper
limit on their freedom. In order to not break the SU(3)C  U(1)EM gauge symmetry, we
limit the AU;D terms to AU;D . 3MU;D, however, due to the small XE Yukawa coupling
E we only limit the AE term to AE . 6ME . Some sample benchmark points are detailed
in TABLE 1 and TABLE 2, providing insight into the coherence amongst the parameters.
There are strong constraints on the digluon decay width from pp! jj dijets, limiting the
digluon decay width to about  gg  1:3 GeV in the model space, though our maximum
A terms noted above allow this constraint to be naturally satised. Note that the cross-
sections 8 TeV and 
13 TeV
 in TABLES 1{2 show a gain of 4.65 from 8 TeV to 13 TeV. In
our calculations, we take the coupling constants at the scale MZ to be 3 = 0:1185 and
EM = 128:91
 1.
The diphoton and digluon modes only comprise a small fraction of the total width, as
seen in TABLES 1{2. These practical limits on the diphoton and digluon decay widths
relegate most of the total width to the other decay channels, such as S ! XEXEc and
S ! XNXN for both MXE and MXN less than 375 GeV and/or to dark matter invisibly.
In particular, the decay width for the decay into pairs of fermions S ! ff is given by












As a result, the decay rate for S ! XEXEc is in the range  (S ! XEXEc) . 1:2 GeV,
and similarly also for the decay rate for S ! XNXN . Detailed numerical results for these
decay channels are listed in TABLES 1{2, where for simplicity, we assume MXE = MXN
and E = N in the calculations. Moreover, if we require the total decay width to be
45 GeV, the branching ratio for the S invisible decay into dark matter is close to one and
then the monojet searches by the ATLAS and CMS experiments [161, 162] have already
excluded such a possibility. One solution is the soft lepton approach [5, 6, 160]. To be
concrete, let us present an example from ref. [160]. We introduce a Z2 symmetry and two




are odd while all the other particles are even. Thus, N 0k and (XE;XE
c) form a new dark
matter sector with the lightest particle being N 01, and we will thus have two dark matter






















1 is from 14 GeV
to 20 GeV and 02  01. Thus, we consider S will decay dominantly into a pair of N 02,
which can be semi-invisible and give us a large decay width. Note that if our LSP mass
is larger than 200 GeV, the only decay chain for N 02 is N 02 ! XEEci ! N 01Eci (Ecj ). Due
to the fact that monojet searches veto isolated leptons (e; ) with small pT > 7 GeV and
pT (h) > 20 GeV at the ATLAS and CMS experiments [161, 162], the leptons in the semi-
invisible decays will be vetoed during monojet searches, and therefore evade such bounds.

















need at least one lepton with PT larger than 26 GeV and 20 GeV for the ATLAS and CMS
Collaborations, respectively [163, 164]. Thus, the constraints from multi-lepton searches
at the LHC can be evaded as well [160].
An interesting inquiry here is whether such a model with light ippons is realistic with
a viable SUSY spectrum at the LHC II, in addition to satisfying all other complementary
constraints from other essential experiments running in parallel with the LHC. These
encompass LHC gluino and light Higgs boson mass constraints, direct detection of dark
matter, relic density measurements, proton decay rate p via p ! e+0, and rare-decay
processes (b ! s, B0s ! + , a). When incorporated into the General No-Scale F -
SU(5) GUT [165], a light vector-like mass is indeed viable, as exemplied by the benchmarks
scenarios listed in TABLE 3 that employ CMSSM boundary conditions with a ippon
mass MV [165]. Note though that the (XU;XU
c), (XD;XDc), and (XE;XEc) ippon
multiplets in TABLE 3 computed within the General No-Scale F -SU(5) GUT are assumed
to have a universal mass MV , with no mass splitting as applied in TABLE 1 and TABLE 2.
The renormalization group running of ippon multiplets with mass splitting will be the
goal of a future project, though the introductory results given here in TABLE 3 indicate
that the SUSY spectrum and experimental constraints are anticipated to remain viable
regardless of whether the ippon masses are universal or split.
4 Conclusions
We presented here an explanation for the diphoton excesses recently observed at thep
s = 13 TeV LHC II indicating a possible 750 GeV resonance. Our methodology engages
the realistic supersymmetric GUT model F -SU(5) with additional vector-like multiplets,
denoted ippons. Though the statistical signicance of the data bump remains inconclusive,
it is nonetheless compelling given the correlation between excess diphoton events observed
by both the ATLAS and CMS Collaborations, and also the consistency between the 8 TeV
and 13 TeV data at two standard deviations. It is thus a worthwhile endeavor to build a
realistic model capable of interpreting a 750 GeV resonance within a consistent GUT.
Our primary ingredient are the additional vector-like particles, which we refer to as
ippons. Flippons were shown previously in the No-Scale F -SU(5) GUT to provide rather
favorable phenomenology at the LHC and all experiments, and here they perform another
phenomenological feat. In the F -SU(5) framework, a 750 GeV singlet eld produced by
a gluon fusion triangle diagram can then decay to a diphoton via ippon loops. This is
all accomplished with realistic electric charges and Yukawa couplings, given the F -SU(5)
GUT is presently being probed at the LHC. The numerical analysis presented showed
that light ippon masses in the loops can produce the observed cross-sections. We showed
previously in the one-parameter No-Scale F -SU(5) (m0 = A0 = B = 0) that heavy
ippons are required to maintain experimental viability. Here in this work we gave some
sample benchmark scenarios in General No-Scale F -SU(5) oering evidence that indeed
light ippons with their associated SUSY spectrum can also be experimentally viable.
Given this favorable phenomenology, we believe the work demonstrated here represents a
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